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The elastic and magnetic properties, thermodynamical stability, deviation from stoichiometry and order/
disorder transformations of phases that are relevant to Be alloys were investigated using density func-
tional theory simulations coupled with phonon density of states calculations to capture temperature
effects. A novel structure and composition were identified for the Be–Fe binary e phase. In absence of
Al, FeBe5 is predicted to form at equilibrium above �1100 K, while the e phase is stable only below
�1500 K, and FeBe2 is stable at all temperatures below melting. Small additions of Al are found to sta-
bilise FeBe5 over FeBe2 and e, while at high Al content, AlFeBe4 is predicted to form. Deviations from stoi-
chiometric compositions are also considered and found to be important in the case of FeBe5 and e. The
propensity for disordered vs ordered structures is also important for AlFeBe4 (which exhibits complete
Al–Fe disordered at all temperatures) and FeBe5 (which exhibits an order–disorder transition at �950 K).

Crown Copyright � 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Beryllium (Be) is a light element with excellent neutron trans-
parency, and for this reason it is currently used as a plasma facing
material in the Joint European Torus (JET) fusion reactor [1] and
has been selected for use in the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) [2]. However, Be is also highly toxic
[3], which makes experimental research and development of Be
alloys a difficult and expensive task. In the extreme environment
associated with the fusion plasma, the presence of impurities and
alloying additions may play a crucial role in the ageing and degra-
dation processes. If the impurity elements are not retained in solu-
tion within the Be phase, they will form second phase particles
embedded within the grains or form at grain boundaries and sur-
faces, where their presence can be deleterious to the mechanical
and chemical properties of the alloy. Here we will be concerned
with the iron (Fe) and aluminium (Al) containing intermetallic
phases of Be, as Fe and Al are common additions/impurities in Be
alloys [4].

In a review of the binary Be–Fe system, Tanner and Okamoto [5]
highlight that, despite the many conflicting reports, much of the
phase diagram is now well characterised, see Fig. 1. However,
‘more data on the thermodynamic properties and phase diagram
of this system are needed to improve the model’ [5]. This system
exhibits solid solutions at either end of the composition range, a
metastable BeFe3 phase and three stable intermetallic compounds:
FeBe2 (f), FeBe5 (d) and a Be-rich intermetallic phase (e) of
unknown structure and uncertain composition. A recent CLAPHAD

study [6] expanded the understanding of Be solution in a-Fe, by
including the effect of magnetic transition and order–disorder
transitions. They also propose that the d phase undergoes a first
order transition at �1150 K, decomposing into e and f below said
temperature. This was not captured in earlier computational work
[7], and experimental investigation was chiefly concerned with
temperatures above �1200 K [5].

Regarding the e phase, Teitel and Cohen [8] first report it as
hexagonal with composition FeBe11 (or potentially FeBe12), which
forms only at temperatures below 1065� and exhibits limited solu-
bility (7.8–8.2 at.% Fe). By means of density measurements, their
work shows that a unit cell of FeBe11 should contain 18 atoms

(i.e. 11=2 formula units), which remains a peculiar and unexplained
result. In subsequent publications, this hexagonal phase is the
most commonly reported [5], however there is conflicting informa-
tion. For example, von Batchelder and Raeuchle [9] proposed a
body centred tetragonal Mn12Th-type structure. Hindle and
Slattery [10] reports a body-centred tetragonal Be-rich compound.
Johnson et al. [11] report a new hexagonal phase with unknown
composition FeBex, but assign the space group P�6m2 and a basis
consisting of 19 symmetrically unique sites, though potentially
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Fig. 1. Be–Fe phase diagram reproduced from [5], with intermetallic phases highlighted in colour. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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with partial occupancy. X-ray diffraction reveals many similarities
with the FeBe11 phase of Tetiel and Cohen [8], but accurate density
measurements exclude the possibility of a AB11 composition.
Aldinger and Petzow [12] used the structure of Johnson et al.
[11] but assigned the composition FeBe7, yet the compound is still
presented with a composition of 8 at.% Fe. Later, Jönsson et al. [13]
were able to index the same X-ray peaks to another hexagonal
structure, with c/a ratio 1.50, rather then the previously reported
value of 2.59.

The ternary Al–Be–Fe system is even less well characterised.
Raynor et al. [14] report a phase with composition Fe3Al7Be7.
Black [15] presents an intermetallic with composition FeAl2Be2.3,
which exhibits a defective form of the cubic C15 Laves structure
(prototype MgCu2) where Fe and Be atoms are ordered on the Cu
site (the Be deficiency was not explained). Both studies concen-
trated on the Al-rich side of the phase diagram and therefore did
not identify any low Al, high Be phases. Subsequent work focused
on commercial Be-rich alloys: Rooksby and Green [4] found an
intermetallic similar to FeBe5 but with a larger lattice parameter,
which was initially termed YBe5 (where Y indicates a transition
metal, not yttrium), and was later identified as (Al,Fe)Be5 [16], in
which the presence of Al on Fe sites results in a larger lattice
parameter. Later Carrabine [17] presented a cubic AlFeBe4 phase
and in an addendum explained how this composition clarifies
the results from Rooksby [16]. It is not clear, however, whether
the phase is ordered or disordered. Myers and Smugeresky [18]
measured the maximum and minimum Al=Fe atomic ratios of
AlFeBe4 (1:4� 0:1 and 0:98� 0:15 respectively) and noted that
the Be-rich e phase does not accommodate an appreciable amount
of Al and that the stability of this phase reduces with increasing Al
content.

The current work focuses on those phases that are relevant to
Be alloys with low Al and Fe concentrations. Using density func-
tional theory (DFT), we will consider the stability of Fe and Al as
the FeBe2, FeBe5; e and AlFeBe4 intermetallics, deviations from
these stoichiometric compositions and the solubility of Fe and Al
within Be metal. The article is structured as follows: after describ-
ing the computational methodology, we provide an overview of the
crystal structures that are relevant to the work, highlighting the
similarities between the phases. The results are then presented
in three main sections: first we examine the binary Fe–Be inter-
metallic compounds and by considering their relative stability,
we predict the structure of the e phase to be hexagonal Fe2Be17.
In subsections we consider elastic properties, magnetic con-
tributions, temperature effects and the accommodation of non-
stoichiometry. Next, we consider the effect of Al additions and
the consequent formation of solid solutions and a ternary Al–Fe–
Be phase. Again we consider magnetic properties and non-stoi-
chiometry. Next, the driving force for ordering in each of the inter-
metallic phases is presented, after which, we summarise our
findings.

2. Computational methodology

The DFT simulations employed the Perdew Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE) [19] for-
mulation of the generalised gradient approximation for the exchange–correlation
functional. Ultra-soft pseudo potentials with a consistent cut-off of 400 eV were
used throughout. All simulations were carried out using the CASTEP code [20].

For point defect calculations, a supercell consisting of 2� 2� 2 conventional
unit cells (containing 192 atoms) was used for the cubic AlFeBe4, FeBe5 and FeBe2

phases, while a 3� 3� 2 supercell (216 atoms) was employed for the C14 Laves
hexagonal polymorph of FeBe2 and a 3� 3� 1 supercell for Fe2Be17 (171 atoms).
A high density of k-points was used for the integration of the Brillouin Zone, follow-
ing the Monkhost–Pack sampling scheme [21]: the distance between sampling
points was maintained as close as possible to 0:30 nm�1 and never above
0:35 nm�1. In practice this means a sampling grid of 3� 3� 3 points for the largest
supercells.

Since these systems are metallic, density mixing and Methfessel–Paxton [22]
cold smearing of bands were employed with a width of 0.1 eV. Testing was carried

out to ensure a convergence of 10�3 eV/atom with respect to all parameters. No
symmetry operations were enforced when calculating point defects and all calcula-
tions were spin polarised, taking particular care that defective cells reached the
lowest energy magnetic state (see Appendix A for further details).

The temperature dependence of thermodynamical quantities was calculated
within the harmonic and quasi-harmonic approximations. In the harmonic approx-
imation, the vibrational enthalpy HvibðT;VÞ – which includes the zero-point energy
(ZPE) – and the vibrational entropy Sv ibðT;VÞ are evaluated by integrating the pho-
non DOS. Together with the configurational entropy Sconf ðTÞ and internal energy of
the system UðVÞ, they provide Helmholtz free energy, FðT;VÞ:

FðT;VÞ ¼ UðVÞ þ FphononðT;VÞ � TSconf ðTÞ ð1Þ
FðT;VÞ ¼ UðVÞ þ Hv ibðT;VÞ � TSv ibðT;VÞ � TSconf ð2Þ
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where V is volume and T is temperature. Sconf is computed using Boltzmann
statistics:

Sconf ¼ kB lnðXÞ ð3Þ

where X is the number of possible states.
Helmholtz free energy is relevant for constant volume conditions. However,

more commonly, experiments are carried out at constant pressure conditions, in
which Gibbs free energy is the relevant quantity. The later may be obtained using
the quasi-harmonic method, in which phonon DOS integration is performed at mul-
tiple unit cell volumes. Then, for each temperature, the Birch–Murnaghan [23,24]
equation of state is fitted to the free energy of the system and only the minimum
energy value is taken (see Fig. 2):

GphononðT; PÞ ¼ min
V

UðVÞ þ FphononðT;VÞ
� �

ð4Þ

Due to computational restrictions, the quasi-harmonic approximation was employed
for the smallest systems under consideration, i.e. Fe(s), Be(s) and h-FeBe2(s). The use
of the quasi-harmonic method yields elastic properties that are closer to the experi-
mental values (see Table 1). However, the relative stability of the intermetallic was
barely affected by the choice of method, as shown in Fig. 3 where the scale is in meV;
this provides confidence on the use of the harmonic approximation for the remaining
phases.

Recent advances in the description of magnetic ordering [25–30] allow for the
accurate calculation of magnetic contributions to the total stability of phases. This is
particularly significant for iron. Since the current work focuses on the relative sta-
bility of intermetallic phases of the Be–Al–Fe system, accurately describing the
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Table 1
Simulated and experimental lattice parameters and bulk moduli.

a0 K (Å) a300 K (Å)

Fe(s) Ground state 2.859 –
Quasi-harmonic 2.863 2.872
[31,32] 2.8550 2.8598

Be(s) Ground state 2.273 –
Quasi-harmonic 2.290 2.293
[33,34] NA 2.286

FeBe2 Ground state 4.179 –
Quasi-harmonic 4.195 4.209
[5] NA 4.219 ± 0.003
absolute energy of the reference Fe phase is of less importance, as this is kept con-
sistent across the study. Nevertheless, the use of advanced methods for magnetic
materials may also be relevant to the intermetallic phases. To investigate that, a
thorough analysis of the magnetic ordering of the phases presented here is require,
which is beyond the scope of the current work.

Phonon densities of states (DOS) were calculated using the finite displacement
method with supercell extrapolation [35]. Supercells containing 48, 162, 192 and
384 atoms were used to test convergence with respect to supercell size for FeBe2.
The difference in harmonic thermodynamical contribution between the 384 atom

supercell and the 48 atom supercell was smaller than 10�2 eV/formula unit.
For defective supercells, the energy convergence criterion for self-consistent

calculations was set to 1 � 10�8 eV. Similarly robust criteria were imposed for
atomic relaxation: the energy difference was less than 1 � 10�6 eV, forces on
individual atoms less than 0.01 eV Å�1 and for constant pressure calculations, the
stress component on cells less than 0.05 GPa. For phonon calculations and ideal
structures, the degree of convergence was tightened by 1.5 orders of magnitude.

Elastic constants were calculated using tools developed by Walker and Wilson
[36] by performing small lattice perturbations from the ground state structures and
measuring the stresses. Ten strain increments were performed in each crys-
tallographic independent direction, between �0.01 and 0.01. Theoretical XRD pat-
terns were produced with CrystalDiffract� [37], with a peak broadening of
0.001 Å�1.

Employing the methodology developed by Bragg and Williams [38–40], it is
possible to estimate the degree of order (S) of a phase as a function of temperature
and potential energy increase (V) caused by an atomic replacement from order
towards disorder. The degree of order of a structure may be defined as follows:
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– – 195 ± 2 186 ± 2
– – 170.4 166.2
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Fig. 3. Free energy of formation calculated using the quasi-harmonic approx-
imation (DG f , orange solid line) and the harmonic approximation (DH f , purple
dashed line), both in eV. Bellow, in light blue is the difference (DG f � DH f ), reported
in meV. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(a) AlFeBe4 (b) FeBe5

(c) FeBe2-C15 (d) FeBe2-C14

Fig. 4. Crystal structures of (a) AlFeBe4, (b) FeBe5, (c) the cubic C15 Laves phase of
FeBe2, with prototype Cu2Mg structure and (d) the hexagonal C14 structure of
FeBe2, with prototype MgZn2 structure. Smaller green atoms are Be, the larger blue
atoms are Fe and the larger pale pink atoms are Al. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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let N be the total number of atoms in the system, and n the subset of atoms that are
susceptible to disordered substitutions. Further, let there be rn positions of order in
the system and therefore ð1� rÞn positions of disorder and let p be the probability
that an atom is occupying a position of disorder. The degree of order S is then
defined as:

S ¼ actual value of p � value of p for complete disorder
value of p for complete order � value of p for complete disorder

¼ p� r
1� r

ð5Þ

so that in complete disorder (i.e. when p ¼ r) S ¼ 0, and in complete order (i.e. when
p ¼ 1) S ¼ 1.

The systems considered in the current work exhibit the same order/disorder
parameters of Fe3Al examined in Ref. [38], namely n ¼ N=2; r ¼ 1=2 and the total
number of A atoms (Al in the current work) = rn. With this set of parameters, the
dependency of the degree of order S with temperature T and potential energy V
of a replacement towards disorder, can be simplified to [38]:

SðV ; TÞ ¼ tanhðx=4Þ; x ¼ VðS; TÞ=kBT ð6Þ

where kB is Boltzmann constant. The energy penalty V is in turn dependant on the
degree of order S. In the Bragg–Williams approach this dependency is assumed to
be linear. Furthermore if S ¼ 0 (complete disorder), V must also be zero as the posi-
tions of order and those of disorder are indistinguishable and substitutions into
either site must be equivalent. Owing to the linear relationship, V reaches a maxi-
mum value V0 when S ¼ 0 (i.e. in conditions of complete order). Mathematically,
that is expressed as

VðS; TÞ ¼ V0SðV ; TÞ;

so that

Vð0; TÞ ¼ 0

and

Vð1; TÞ ¼ V0:

It is acknowledged that local fluctuation of the atomic arrangements in any small
sample of crystal will cause corresponding fluctuation in V, therefore V is to be taken
as an effective average value of V, representative of the degree of order S [40]. Bragg
and Williams also recognised that V is almost insensitive to T [38]. In the current
work the temperature dependency of V is ignored altogether and V0 is taken (for
all temperatures) as half the average antisite defect formation energy in a completely
ordered crystal.

Similarly to the calculation of magnetic disorder described above, other meth-
ods for the computation of chemical disorder transition have been proposed subse-
quent to the Bragg–Williams approach adopted here [41–44,25], however these
method require a great deal more computational power and separate in-depth
analysis, and are outside the scope of this study.
3. Crystallography of Fe–Al–Be intermetallics

The AlFeBe4 phase (space group F�43m), can be described by three
face-centered cubic (FCC) sublattices (see Fig. 4a). The first sublat-
tice, with origin at ð0;0;0Þ is occupied by Fe atoms. The second
one, occupied by Al atoms, is shifted by 3
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FeBe5 exhibits the same structure as AlFeBe4, where all Al atoms
have been substituted for Be (Fig. 4b). If all Al atoms were to be
substituted by Fe instead, the structure would become the C15
Laves phase of FeBe2 (Fig. 4c). Experimentally it has been reported
that FeBe2 exhibits the C14 Laves phase (Fig. 4d). Nevertheless, as a
check of the validity of the current methodology, the C15 structure
was also modelled. Although the two polymorphs of FeBe2 may
look very different, the local atomic coordination is the same: the
A atoms (either Fe or Al in the current work) form a diamond struc-
ture sub-lattice, where each atom had a coordination number (CN)
of 16 (4 A atoms and 12 B atoms). The B atoms (Be) form a network
of tetrahedra that intercalate around the A atoms, with a CN of 12
(6 A + 6 B).

A disordered Al baring phase has also been reported where Al
substitutes for Fe in FeBe5, producing (Al,Fe)Be5 [16]. In the current



Table 2
Summary of crystallographic information available regarding the Be-rich e phase.

Composition Crystal class Prototype structure Space group Atoms per unit cell a (Å) c (Å) Reference

FeBe9 – – – – – – [8]a

FeBe11 Hex – – 18 4.13 10.71 [8]
FeBe12 Tetr Mn12Th I4mmm 13 4.323 7.25 [9]
FeBe11 Hex – – – 4.13 10.72 [16]
FeBex Hex RhBe6:6 P�6m2 19b 4.137 10.72 [11]
FeBe11 Hex – – – 4.13 10.72 [45]
FeBe7 Hex – – – 7.13 10.99 [12]
FeBe11 Hex – – – 7.15 10.72 [13]

a The work of Mish was not published but is indirectly reported in [8].
b While the phase by Johnson et al. [11] has 19 symmetry sites, not all are fully occupied.

Table 3
Crystal structures modelled to replicate the e phase. Formation enthalpy Hf are normalised per Fe atom (the bold text highlights the structure with the lowest formation
enthalpy).

Composition Crystal class Prototype structure Space group Atoms per unit cell a (Å) c (Å) Hf (eV)

Fe3Be16 Hex RhBe6:6 P�6m2 19 4.08 10.73 �0.61
FeBe8 (1) Hex RhBe6:6 P�6m2 18 4.09 10.72 �0.13
FeBe8 (2) Hex RhBe6:6 P�6m2 18 4.10 10.63 �0.20
Fe2Be17 Hex RhBe6:6 P�6m2 19 4.10 10.63 �0.97
Fe2Be15 Hex RhBe6:6 P�6m2 17 4.15 10.45 0.71
FeBe17 Hex RhBe6:6 P3m1 18 4.11 10.64 1.20
FeBe12 Tetr Mn12Th I4mmm 13 7.16 4.09 �0.30
FeBe12 Hex Fe6Ge6Mg P6=mmm 13 4.15 7.16 0.56
FeBe13 Cubic NaZn13 Fm�3c 28 6.98 – 2.66
Fe2Be17 Hex Ni17Th2 P63=mmc 38 7.11 7.04 �0.15
Fe2Be17 Hex Th2Zn17 R�3m 57 5.41 – �0.20
Fe3Be17 Cubic Be17Ru3 Im�3 160 10.99 – �0.82
Be22Fe Cubic Al18Cr2Mg3 Fd�3m 176 11.43 – 0.10

Table 4
Crystallographic basis parameters for e-Fe2�xBe17þx .

Atom label Wyckoff site x y z Occupancy %

Fe1 2g 0 0 0.192 76Fe + 24Be
Be1 1d 1=3 2=3 1=2 100Be
Be2 1f 2=3 1=3 1=2 100Be
Be3 2g 0 0 0.400 100Be
Be4 2h 1=3 2=3 0.131 100Be
Be5 2i 2=3 1=3 0.156 100Be
Be6 3j 0.8385 0.677 0 100Be
Be7 6n 0.499 �0:499 0.3146 100Be

1 For interpretation of colour in Fig. 5, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.
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work we also consider the case in which Al substitutes for Fe in
FeBe2, forming (Al,Fe)Be2. In both cases, the ternary compounds
retain the lattice symmetry of their parent structures.

Regarding the Be-rich e phase, the limited crystallographic
information available is summarised in Table 2. In terms of the
basis, von Batchelder and Raeuchle [9] provide a full set of atomic
coordinates for the tetragonal FeBe12 structure, but the only infor-
mation available about the more commonly observed FeBe11 phase
of Teitel and Cohen [8], is that a unit cell contains �18 atoms. The
structure reported by Johnson et al. [11], in a publication that
focussed on the structure of RhBe6:6, comprises a list of 9 atomic
coordinates which, if fully occupied, would yield composition
Fe3Be16. However, the exact composition of the compound
(FeBex) was not provided, and some partial occupancy may be pre-
sent on selected Fe and Be sites. Interestingly, the phase described
by Johnson et al. [11] shares similarities with that reported by
Teitel and Cohen [8] for FeBe11; this would explain the presence
of �18 atoms per unit cell of FeBe11. Aldinger and Petzow [12]
and Jönsson et al. [13] report structures with a larger lattice con-
stant but do not give information regarding the crystal basis.

In the current work, we considered tetragonal FeBe12, hexago-
nal Fe3Be16 and some variations of this structure that were gener-
ated by removing or changing those atoms that may accommodate
partial occupancy (as observed in RhBe6:6). Consequently two vari-
ants of FeBe8, Fe2Be17, FeBe17 and Fe2Be15 were modelled.
Furthermore, we have considered the structures of intermetallic
compounds that Be can form with any other transition metal in
which the ratio of transition-metals to Be is smaller than 1=6. A
summary of all the phases simulated, and their calculated enthal-
pies of formation from standard state Hf , are presented in Table 3.
The reference state for Fe was the ferromagnetic body-centred
cubic (ferrite), as per Ref. [46]. For small compositional variations
such as those in Table 3, the reaction energy to go from one phase
to another phase under Be rich conditions can be approximated by
the change in formation enthalpy (to within 0.005 eV).

The Fe2Be17 phase exhibits the lowest enthalpy of formation,
with predicted lattice parameters in good agreement with previous
work [8,11,16,45]. All other variations of the RhBe6:6 structures
yielded less favourable formation energies and were not consid-
ered further. None of the structures replicated from other transi-
tion metal beryllides proved to be more stable and were also
discounted. The tetragonal phase of von Batchelder and Raeuchle
[9] is also significantly less favourable than hexagonal Fe2Be17.

The full crystallographic basis set for the Fe2Be17 structure is
presented in Table 4. This includes partial occupancy of the Fe1
site, which is discussed in detail in Section 4.3. Using the data pre-
sented in Tables 3 and 4, a theoretical XRD pattern was generated
(green1 dashed line in Fig. 5) and compared with the available
experimental data from Rooksby [16] (red solid line in Fig. 5).
Localised models for exchange–correlation functionals (including
the PBE used in the current work) are known to suffer from



Fig. 5. Theoretical XRD spectra of Fe2Be17 and comparison with the observed spectra of the e phase, reproduced from the tabulated data of Ref. [16].
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overbinding errors [47,48], which in turn cause a shift in the XRD
spectrum towards larger 1

d values. To compensate for this, a second
spectrum (blue dotted line in Fig. 5) was produced by enforcing
the experimental lattice parameters of Rooksby [16] with the pre-
dicted Fe2Be17 structure. The excellent agreement between the
experimental and theoretical XRD spectra further supports the con-
clusion that the defective Fe2�xBe17þx structure is a good representa-
tion of the e phase (see Section 4.3 for details on non-stoichiometry).
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4. The binary Be–Fe system

4.1. Stability of the intermetallic phases

The enthalpy of formation from standard state of each phase
under consideration was calculated following the generic reaction
Feþ xBe! FeBex; these energies are presented alongside reactions
(7)–(10). For comparison, the solution enthalpy of Fe into Be metal
is also presented (reaction (11)).

Feþ 2Be �����!�0:81 eV FeBe2 ð7Þ

Feþ 5Be �����!�0:44 eV FeBe5 ð8Þ

Feþ 12Be �����!�0:30 eV FeBe12 ð9Þ

Feþ 17
2

Be �����!�0:97 eV 1
2

Fe2Be17 ð10Þ

FeðsÞ þ BeBe �����!
�0:13 eV FeBe þ BeðsÞ ð11Þ

Reactions are normalised per Fe atom. For dilute Be solution, only
the substitutional FeBe species was considered (in a supercell con-
taining 150 Be atoms), since previous work showed this to be the
most favourable defect for the accommodation of Fe in Be [49].

All phases exhibit favourable (negative) formation enthalpies,
and in all cases these are lower than the enthalpy of solution. To
better understand the relative stability of the intermetallics, the
normalised formation enthalpies are plotted against composition
to form a convex hull diagram (see Fig. 6). In such a diagram, the
distance from the convex hull indicates the degree of instability
of a phase, with the points lying on the hull identifying the phases
that are observed at that composition [50,51]. Fig. 6 is constructed
exclusively in terms of ground state enthalpy of each phase, with
no considerations of entropic or temperature-dependant con-
tributions, which will be presented later in Section 4.2.

If excess Fe is present, then FeBe2 will be the predominant inter-
metallic phase observed in the alloy. This is supported by recent
experimental observations by Kadyrzhanov et al. [52]. To quantify
the driving force for the formation of FeBe2, in the presence of
excess Fe, reactions (7)–(10) can be rearranged to form reactions
(12)–(14).

2
3

FeBe5 þ Fe �����!�0:99 eV 5
3

FeBe2 ð12Þ

2
13

Fe2Be17 þ Fe �����!�0:76 eV 17
13

FeBe2 ð13Þ

1
5

FeBe12 þ Fe �����!�0:91 eV 6
5

FeBe2 ð14Þ

All reactions are exothermic (negative). However, in the framework
of Be alloys, the presence of excess Fe is unlikely, therefore reactions
(15)–(17) should also be considered, in which each phase ejects Be
atoms (released into the Be bulk) to form a higher Fe content inter-
metallic phase.
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FeBe5 �����!
�0:36 eV FeBe2 þ 3Be ð15Þ

1
2

Fe2Be17 �����!
þ0:16 eV FeBe2 þ

13
2

Be ð16Þ

FeBe12 �����!
�0:50 eV FeBe2 þ 10Be ð17Þ

Reaction (16), shows that Fe2Be17 does not spontaneously decom-
pose into FeBe2 in dilute Fe–Be alloys. This is demonstrated in
Fig. 6 because Fe2Be17 lies on the convex hull. On the other hand,
FeBe12 and FeBe5 phases appear to be well above the convex hull,
suggesting that they are unstable at 0 K. With regards to FeBe12, this
is a strong indication that the e phase exhibits the hexagonal
(Fe2Be17) structure of Teitel and Cohen [8], as reported in the major-
ity of the literature, and not the tetragonal FeBe12 structure sug-
gested by von Batchelder and Raeuchle [9].

The instability of FeBe5 is surprising considering the experimen-
tal observations of this phase [8,5,16,12]. However, this analysis is
strictly related to the ground state enthalpy of the phases.
Temperature effects and the presence of extrinsic point defects
may stabilise FeBe5, as addressed in Sections 4.2 and 5.2.

Magnetic and elastic properties of all binary intermetallics were
evaluated and the results are presented in Appendices A and B,
respectively. In particular, it was found that FeBe2, FeBe5 and
Fe2Be17 are ferromagnetic (the former two particularly strongly).

4.2. Temperature effects

Temperature dependent thermodynamic properties were calcu-
lated, within the harmonic approximation, by integrating the pho-
non DOS and subsequently including configurational entropy. The
Helmholtz free energy of formation Ff ðT;VÞ was calculated follow-
ing reactions (7)–(11) and the results are presented for the tem-
perature range of 0–1600 K (see Fig. 7).

The most striking feature of Fig. 7 is that with increasing tem-
perature, the stability of the FeBe5 phase increases, while those
of the other phases decrease. Thus, FeBe5 is stabilised by tempera-
ture effects, although it is not expected to form at low temperature
under equilibrium conditions. The spike observed in the free
energy curve of FeBe5 is due to an order/disorder transition, dis-
cussed in greater detail in Section 6.

At �1200 K, the FeBe5 curve crosses the Fe2Be17 curve. This is a
condition necessary but not sufficient for the spontaneous
decomposition of Fe2Be17 into FeBe5, as the reaction energy also
depends on the Fe content. Therefore, 1200 K may be considered
as the lower bound or the formation of FeBe5 in Be-rich
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Fig. 7. Free energy of formation vs temperature for Fe–Be binary intermetallics. The
values are normalised per Fe atom.
compounds. Experimental phase diagrams, although tentative
and based on limited data [5,8], show a first order transition from
e to FeBe5 at �1450 K. On the other hand, the transition between
FeBe5 and FeBe2 is not predicted until high temperatures, poten-
tially beyond the melting point of FeBe5.

Secondly, we observe a hexagonal to cubic transition of the
FeBe2 phase at high temperature. This is a common feature in
many Laves phase systems [53–56]. Nevertheless, the predicted
difference in free energy between the two phases is very small
and never exceeds 0.01 eV/atom, which is below the level of confi-
dence that the current methodology offers. Based on these
Helmholtz formation energy values convex hull diagrams were
created at 0 K (including ZPE) 500 K, 1000 K and 1600 K (see
Fig. 8). The FeBe2 phase lies on the convex hull across the entire
temperature range. On the other hand, Fe2Be17 and FeBe5 are only
expected to be stable at low and high temperatures, respectively.
At intermediate temperatures the two phases are predicted to
co-exist (Fig. 8c).
4.3. Non-stoichiometry of binary Fe–Be phases

To investigate the accommodation of non-stoichiometry in the
intermetallics, the formation enthalpies of intrinsic defects were
calculated. In particular, the Fe and Be vacancies, Be substituting
for Fe and vice versa. Interstitial Be atoms were also considered.2

In Kröger–Vink notation these are VFe; VBe; BeFe; FeBe, and Bei,
respectively.

Commercial Be alloys are best represented by excess-Be condi-
tions: in typical alloys, intermetallics only occupy a minute volume
fraction, in the form of nano-to-micron sized second phase parti-
cles surrounded by metallic Be. Furthermore, as expressed by reac-
tions (7)–(11), at equilibrium, most Fe is expected to be
sequestrated within the intermetallic compounds; very little of it
is expected to be in solution and none in the form of metallic Fe
particles. In practice this means that there is a readily available
2 Fe interstitial defects were considered unimportant, however, to check this we
calculated the energies of Fei in FeBe2 and found values typically >5 eV, that is, much
higher than for equivalent substitutional related process.



Table 5
Formation enthalpy of defects (in eV) that may accommodate non-stoichiometry in
FeBe2, FeBe5 and Fe2Be17. Defects on Be sites are presented in order of increasing
multiplicity. Details of the interstitial configurations are presented in the last column.

Be depleted Fe depleted

FeBe VBe VFe BeFe Bei Interstitial configurations

FeBe2 1.88 1.95 2.53 0.30 5.99 1c
2.11 2.10 4.45 3jðx ¼ 0:488Þ

3.67 6mðx ¼ y ¼ 0:282Þ
3.52 6nðx ¼ 1=2; z ¼ 0:467Þ

FeBe5 �0.67 2.39 1.29 �0.42 8.29 4b
1.07 1.84 7.28 4d

1.82 h111i dumbbell on 4c
2.31 24f ðx ¼ 0:726Þ

Fe2Be17 0.79 1.56 1.79 �0.15 2.69 h001i dumbbell on 2a
0.84 1.48 1.74 4f
0.89 1.58 1.89 6hðx ¼ 0:459Þ
0.90 2.67 2.30 12kðx ¼ 1=6; z ¼ 0:938Þ
1.82 2.02
1.88 1.74
2.08 1.94
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reservoir of Be atoms and mass action is achieved by adding or
subtracting atoms from bulk Be (reactions (18) and (19)). The
resulting enthalpies correspond to the standard defect enthalpies
of formation. On the other hand, the only reservoir of Fe atoms
are the intermetallics themselves. Therefore when forming Fe
defects, a unit of intermetallic must decompose into free Fe and
Be. Fe will react to form the defect and the Be atoms are released
into the bulk (reaction (20)). Similarly, defects occupying the Fe
site will cause the displaced Fe to react with bulk Be to form one
formula unit of the pre-existing intermetallic phase (reactions
(21) and (22)). The enthalpies of formation of these defects are pre-
sented in Table 5.

BeBe ! VBe þ BeðsÞ ð18Þ
BeðsÞ ! Bei ð19Þ
FeBex þ BeBe ! FeBe þ ðxþ 1ÞBeðsÞ ð20Þ
FeFe þ xBeðsÞ ! VFe þ FeBex ð21Þ
ðxþ 1ÞBeðsÞ þ FeFe ! BeFe þ FeBex ð22Þ

The enthalpies arising from reactions (20)–(22), do not correspond
to standard defect formation enthalpies, which requires excess
FeðsÞ. Although not relevant for the current work, the standard for-
mation reactions of those defects and the their energies are
reported in Appendix C.

In the case of FeBe2, substitutional and vacancy defects have
significantly lower formation enthalpies compared to the intersti-
tial defects. Defects producing FeBe2þx (reaction (22) proceeding
with 0.30 eV) are markedly easier to accommodate than those that
form FeBe2�x. Vacancy mediated accommodation is markedly less
favourable but again the defects that lead to accommodation of
excess Be (VFe) are more stable than those that accommodate
excess Fe (VBe).

In the case of FeBe5, again the lowest energy defects are sub-
stitutional, however, in this phase they are negative. This is not
surprising considering that FeBe5 was found to be unstable without
thermal contributions and should decompose into a combination
of Be-rich and Be-poor intermetallics (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2). It
is, therefore, expected that deviations from stoichiometry are also
favourable. For instance, the substitution of Fe onto an FCC-Be site,
effectively creates one primitive unit cell of the very stable FeBe2

(C15 polymorph) within the FeBe5 structure. Experimentally, the
solubility range of FeBe5 is recorded to be large (8.33–16.55 at.%
[57]). Here we propose that this is achieved by a substitutional
mechanism on both sides of the stoichiometric composition (i.e.
FeBe5�x and FeBe5þx).
Regarding the e phase, the work by Johnson et al. [11] suggests
that this phase may exhibit partial occupancy. The results from
Table 5, suggest that vacancies of either Fe and Be atoms are
energetically unfavourable. However, the BeFe defect exhibits nega-
tive formation energy. The presence of defects of this type would
reduce the Fe content of the compound from 10.5 at.% for the stoi-
chiometric Fe2Be17 to a value closer to the observed 8 at.% value.
Therefore, we propose that e phase is best represented by the
chemical formula Fe2�xBe17þx, where x � 0:48.

5. Ternary Al–Fe–Be phase

5.1. Formation of AlFeBe4

The binary Al–Be system exhibits no intermetallic phases, and
the mutual solid solubilities (Be in Al and Al in Be) are very limited
[58]. A binary Al–Be alloy would therefore only contain single ele-
ment phases of HCP-Be and FCC-Al. A ternary Al–Fe–Be compound
with high Be content has been reported previously, with composi-
tion AlFeBe4 [17,16]. A recent DFT study [49], showed that in the
presence of Fe, Al can react to form AlFeBe4 following reactions
(23) or (24).

Alþ 4Beþ Fe �����!�1:30 eV AlFeBe4 ð23Þ

Alþ FeBe5 �����!
�0:85 eV AlFeBe4 þ Be ð24Þ

The enthalpies of reaction calculated in the current work (above)
are in close agreement with the previous study (�1.30 eV and
�0.85 eV vs �1.42 eV and �0.89 eV, respectively). Following the
results of Section 4, which suggested that FeBe2 and Fe2Be17 are
the stable phases at low temperatures, the reactions between Al
and these phases were also found to be exothermic (reaction (25)
and (26)):

Alþ FeBe2 þ 2Be �����!�0:49 eV AlFeBe4 ð25Þ

Alþ 1
2

Fe2Be17 �����!
�0:33 eV AlFeBe4 þ

9
2

Be ð26Þ

The implications are that in the presence of excess Al, the ternary
phase is thermodynamically stable. Other ternary phases could
theoretically be more stable, however, there is no experimental evi-
dence of other Be-rich ternary compounds, therefore their existence
has been discounted. Magnetic properties of this phase were calcu-
lated and are reported in Appendix A. It was found that AlFeBe4

exhibits significantly less pronounced ferromagnetism compared
to the Fe–Be binary intermetallics.

5.2. Accommodation of dilute Al additions in the Fe–Be system

The incorporation of Al as a dilute point defect into binary Fe–
Be intermetallic phases was investigated to model dilute Al-con-
tent conditions. Since the addition of Al may act as a stabilising
agent for some of the metastable intermetallic phases, all binary
Fe–Be phases were considered. Al atoms (calculated metallic radius
rAl ¼ 1:425 Å) are significantly larger than Be and Fe atoms
(rBe ¼ 1:109 Å, rFe ¼ 1:238 Å) and therefore unlikely to occupy
interstitial sites. To test this, the defect energy of Al in the largest
interstitial site was determined, and found to be 5 eV less favour-
able than substitutional defect energies. Instead, substitution onto
each of the symmetrically unique Be sites (reaction (27)) and the
Fe site (reaction (28)) were considered. Once again, we are inter-
ested in the Be-excess conditions. The reactions governing the
solution of Al into the intermetallics are:

AlðsÞ þ BeBe ! AlBe þ BeðsÞ ð27Þ
AlðsÞ þ FeFe þ xBeðsÞ ! AlFe þ FeBex ð28Þ



Table 6
Solution enthalpy of Al into Fe–Be binary phases together with the formation
enthalpy, Ef , of AlFeBe4. Defects on Be sites are presented in order of increasing
multiplicity. All values in eV.

AlFe AlBe Ef ðAlFeBe4Þ

FeBe2 �0.31 0.79 �0.49
0.95

FeBe5 �0.66 �0.73 �0.85
0.94

Fe2Be17 �0.07 0.08 �0.33
0.09
0.27
�0.50

0.84
1.09
1.26

FeBe12 1.04 1.94 �1.00
0.77
1.21

Fig. 9. Antisite configurations (up to 4nn) in a unit-cell of AlFeBe4, where the Be
tetrahedra have been removed for clarity. The two FCC sublattices (blue and light
pink) are equivalent. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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The standard formation enthalpy (relevant if excess Fe and Al are
present) are presented in Appendix C. The solution enthalpies
from reactions (27) and (28) are reported in Table 6, together with
the formation enthalpy of ternary AlFeBe4 (following reactions
(23)–(26)).

Comparing the solution enthalpy with the formation enthalpy
of AlFeBe4, it is clear that AlFeBe4 is preferentially formed over
dilute Be–Fe–Al ternary intermetallics if sufficient Al is present.
Nevertheless, the dilute incorporation of Al in FeBe2 and FeBe5

yields large and negative solution enthalpies, therefore a degree
of solid solution is expected. On the other hand, the solution of
Al into the Be-rich phases is highly unfavourable, in agreement
with experiment [16,18].

The solution energies in Table 6 show that solution of Al in
FeBe5 is significantly more favourable than in FeBe2. This suggests
that Al may stabilise FeBe5. Interestingly, the preferred site for Al
accommodation in FeBe5 is the FCC-Be (2a Wyckoff site), which
is nominally occupied by Al in the AlFeBe4 phase.
Accommodation on the FCC-Be site is more favourable than the
Fe site, suggesting that the (Fe,Al)Be5 ternary phase originally pre-
dicted by Rooksby [16], is unlikely to form. This agrees with the
work of Carrabine [17]. If the incorporation of Al onto the FCC-Be
site continued (unchanged) until Al=Fe ¼ 1, then the AlFeBe4 phase
would be formed. However, the accommodation energy onto the Fe
site is only 0.07 eV more positive, therefore, as the reaction pro-
gresses, it is expected that some of the Al will occupy the Fe site
and some the FCC-Be site. The combined reactions, together with
the fact that the displaced Fe will either form one extra formula
unit of FeBe5 or substitute for an FCC-Be (see Section 4.3), leads
to the formation of disordered (Al,Fe)2Be4 instead of ordered
AlFeBe4. The sparse literature available for the ternary Al–Fe–Be
phase is inconclusive regarding order/disorder [16,4,17].

Regarding FeBe2, the only favourable solution energy is found
for substitutions onto the Fe site. Similarly to the previous case,
as the incorporation reaction progresses, the host intermetallic
FeBe2 tends to become disordered (Al,Fe)Be2, or (Al,Fe)2Be4.
Therefore, in the presence of Al, both FeBe2 and FeBe5 will react
with any Al in the system and tend towards (Al,Fe)2Be4.
Table 7
Formation energy of antisite defects in binary and ternary intermetallic phases of
Be–Fe(–Al). All values in eV.

Phase Defect pair 1nn 2nn 3nn 4nn Unbound

AlFeBe4 FeAl–AlFe �0.08 �0.05 �0.07 �0.11 0.00
FeBe2 FeBeð2aÞ–BeFe 1.99 2.13 2.22 2.14 2.18
FeBe5 FeBeð4cÞ–BeFe 0.67 0.65 0.64 0.66 �1.09
6. Order/disorder in the intermetallic phases

We investigated the driving force for ordering by computing
antisite defect energies. Both dilute (non-interacting) and bound
antisite defect pairs were studied. In a 2� 2� 2 supercell of
AlFeBe4, containing 198 atoms, bound antisite pairs on the Fe and
Al sublattices can be investigated at separations from 2.55 Å, as
the first nearest neighbour (1nn), to 7.66 Å (4nn) (see Fig. 9).
Equivalent simulations were carried out for FeBe2, FeBe5, where
only FCC-Be were considered for antisite pairs as these most easily
accommodate Fe atoms (see Table 5). The results are presented in
Table 7.

For the ternary phase, the defect formation energies (see
Table 7) are negative for the bound defects, and zero for the dilute
case. This is a strong indication that the ordered AlFeBe4 as pro-
posed by [16] is unstable and that there is no driving force for
ordering in this phase. Therefore, we expect the Al–Fe baring inter-
metallic phases of Be to exhibit the (Al,Fe)2Be4 Laves structure,
where the two FCC sublattices are indistinguishable. This agrees
with Rooksby [16], but applied to the correct stoichiometry
reported by Carrabine [17] and Myers and Smugeresky [18].

A competing contribution to the disorder of the phase is the
ferromagnetic behaviour found in AlFeBe4, discussed in Appendix
A. Whilst the disordered material may not have any long range
magnetic ordering, it may still maintain some local spin polar-
isation around the Fe atoms and/or clusters of spin polarised mate-
rial surrounded by non spin-polarised species [59]. To quantify the
contributions of magnetic moments to the driving force for order-
ing, the difference between FM and non-magnetic (NM) config-
urations provide the upper bound: this is calculated to be
0.16 eV per unit cell. This is commensurate with the defect forma-
tion energy of a single antisite pair and is therefore not sufficient to
promote an ordered structure.

Regarding FeBe5, all bound configurations exhibit a small yet
positive defect formation energy, suggesting that the defect con-
centration will be temperature dependant (i.e. the ground state
phase is ordered) although given the small energy significant dis-
order may be anticipated. This is a often an indication of radiation
tolerance in the material [60–62]. Conversely, the dilute antisite
pair in FeBe5 (which is evaluated by considering the effect of
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accommodating FeBe and BeFe in two spatially separated sites with
no interaction between them) has a strongly negative formation
energy, which is related to the predicted instability of the phase
at low temperatures and its ability to accommodate non-stoi-
chiometry (see Section 4).

Employing the Bragg–Williams approach, the degree of order in
FeBe2, FeBe5 and AlFeBe4 intermetallics was predicted as a function
of temperature between 0 K and 1500 K (see Fig. 10). The Al-baring
compound exhibits no order across the entire temperature range,
due to the zero formation energy for antisite pairs. In contrast
FeBe2 exhibits a high degree of order up to its melting point, while
FeBe5 though ordered at low temperatures, exhibits a decrease in
ordering at �700 K and complete disorder at temperatures above
950 K. The degree of order is calculated regardless of the stability
of the phases. For instance, FeBe5 is predicted to be unstable at
temperatures below �1250 K temperatures (see Sections 4.1 and
4.2), therefore the predicted degree of order is not relevant unless
the phase is first stabilised at low temperature (e.g. by
accommodating low quantities of Al impurities). These predictions
could be tested experimentally through measurements of the
specific heat, since a spike in specific heat should be observed in
the vicinity of the critical temperature for ordering [39].
7. Summary

Be is the plasma facing material of choice in current fusion reac-
tor designs. Fe and Al are common elements found in Be, either as
alloying additions or as unintentional impurities and their influ-
ence on the performance of Be will depend upon which phases
are manifest. While it is well established that Be rich intermetallics
are formed in the presence of Fe and Al, there is conflicting experi-
mental data. Here we have used atomic scale quantum mechanical
simulations based on density functional theory to provide data that
we use to predict the structures and energies of various inter-
metallics and compare these with the solution energies of Fe and
Al in Be metal. While previous simulations have focused on enthal-
pies alone, here by calculating the phonon DOS of the various
phases, temperature effects are included by determining both
vibrational enthalpy and entropy contributions – and hence we
base our discussions around the Helmholtz free energy. The infor-
mation gathered here provides the foundation for further
thermodynamical modelling (e.g. using CALPHAD) [25].

A commonly observed intermetallic is the so-called e phase,
however, its stoichiometry and structure are not well established.
Of the 13 candidate considered in this study, a Fe2Be17 phase,
exhibiting a hexagonal RhBe6:6 structure with space group P�6m2
is identified as the most likely, with potential Fe deficiency as high-
lighted below. Fe2Be17 is found to be stable only at temperatures
below �1500 K, beyond which it decomposes into solid solutions
of FeBe5 and Be(s). The intermetallics FeBe2 and FeBe5 are better
characterised experimentally although we find that FeBe5 is unsta-
ble at temperatures below �1100 K, unless small additions of Al
are present, which are found to stabilise FeBe5 phase above other
binary phases. Furthermore, FeBe5 is disordered at the tempera-
tures in which it is stable, and may only becomes fully ordered
below 500 K, whereas FeBe2 exhibits little disorder until at least
1500 K.

Point defects are calculated for all the phases in order to iden-
tify the likely extent of deviations from stoichiometric composi-
tions. FeBe5 exhibits considerable non-stoichiometry with both
Fe and Be excess compositions. Conversely, in Fe2Be17 substitution
of Be for some Fe is energetically favourable and thus Fe2Be17 will
be Fe deficient, while defects in FeBe2 are high in energy and this
phase will remain much more stoichiometric.

While the binary Al–Be system exhibits no intermetallic phases,
Al is readily incorporated into Fe–Be intermetallics. In particular, Al
substitution for Be in FeBe5, and for Fe and Be in FeBe2 lead to the
AlFeBe4 phase. Disorder is also apparent in this ternary system
with no driving force for ordering so that AlFeBe4 should more
accurately be reported as (Al,Fe)2Be4, where the Fe and Al sublat-
tices are indistinguishable.
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Appendix A. Magnetism in the intermetallics

FeBe2, FeBe5, Fe2Be17 and AlFeBe4 may exhibit one of a range of
magnetic orders, as summarised in Table A.8. In all cases ferromag-
netic (FM) ordering is the most favourable, followed by the high
spin antiferromagnetic configuration (AFM-high) in FeBe5 and
AlFeBe4 (although the ordered AlFeBe4 structure is not predicted
to form). For all materials under investigation a magnetic transi-
tion is expected, and further work may be carried out to calculate
the Curie transition using the ab initio techniques thoroughly
reviewed in [25], or by means of heat capacity measurements.

The reported energy differences correspond to a conventional
unit cell. This non-negligible contribution to the energy of the sys-
tem should be considered when computing isolated defects. In
such simulations, the presence of a defect may cause the min-
imisation algorithm to converge into in a shallow minima with a
metastable spin state. In the current work, no constrains were
added to the spin while performing an energy relaxation to allow
localised changes of the spin near a defect, but great care was taken
to ensure that the overall spin state of the system was unchanged
after the introduction of a defect. When that did not occur, the sim-
ulations were restarted with a slightly different initial spin state
and tighter electronic convergence criteria, to help the minimiser
overcome local barriers and find the lowest energy minimum. In
all cases, it was found that the non-ferromagnetic solution was
not the lowest energy configuration.

Regarding the ordered AlFeBe4 phase, it exhibits similar, yet sig-
nificantly less pronounced, magnetic properties compared to FeBe5

phases. Long range magnetic ordering, both FM and AFM, are not



Table A.8
Energy difference between non-spin polarised calculations (NM), and possible stable
magnetic configurations. Values are reported in eV and normalised per conventional
unit cells.

NM AFM-low AFM-high FM

Fe2Be17 0.00 – – �0.04
FeBe5 0.00 �0.49 �0.59 �0.67
FeBe2 0.00 �0.01 �1.24 �1.66
AlFeBe4 0.00 �0.08 �0.14 �0.16

Table B.9
Ground state elastic constants of binary intermetallic phases. In all cases
C11 ¼ C22; C13 ¼ C23 and C44 ¼ C55. All values are expressed in units of GPa.
Uncertainties are below 1.5% unless otherwise stated.

Phase C11 C33 C12 C13 C44 C66 K G

FeBe12 345.0 319 ± 7 20 ± 1 41 ± 2 131.7 109.2 134.7 133.8
Fe2Be17 318.6 377.8 66.8 25.8 107.0 125.9 139.1 125.8
FeBe5 285.2 285.2 69.3 69.3 138.6 138.6 141.3 125.4
FeBe2 361.7 378.3 61.4 57.3 160.2 150.2 161.5 155.8

Table C.10
Standard formation enthalpy of defects involving Fe atoms in FeBe2, FeBe5 and
Fe2Be17.

Phase VFe(C.1) BeFe(C.2) FeBe(C.3) AlFeðC:4Þ

Fe2Be17 2.76 0.82 �0.19 0.90
�0.14
�0.08
�0.08

0.84
0.90
1.10

FeBe5 1.74 0.02 �1.11 �0.22
0.63

FeBe2 3.34 1.11 1.07 0.50
1.30
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maintained when Fe and Al atoms are randomly distributed in the
FCC sublattices. As the ordered AlFeBe4 structure was found to be
unstable, preferring to form disordered (Al,Fe)2Be4, the ternary
compound is expected to exhibit no magnetic ordering (see
Section 6).

Appendix B. Elastic constants

The complete stiffness matrices were calculated for all the
intermetallic phases in the Fe–Be system (see Table B.9). These
were obtained by performing small lattice perturbations from the
ground state structures, and measuring the stresses, while keeping
all relative atomic positions fixed. Bulk moduli (K) and shear mod-
uli (G) were evaluated using the Voigt–Reuss–Hill method (Hill
average) [63].

Appendix C. Defect formation energy from standard state

The standard defect formation enthalpy of intrinsic Fe defects
are calculated following reactions (C.1)–(C.4), and the results are
presented in Table C.10.

FeFe ! VFe þ FeðsÞ ðC:1Þ
FeFe þ BeðsÞ ! BeFe þ FeðsÞ ðC:2Þ
FeðsÞ þ BeBe ! FeBe þ BeðsÞ ðC:3Þ
AlðsÞ þ FeFe ! AlFe þ FeðsÞ ðC:4Þ
These reactions are likely to occur only if FeðsÞ is present at equi-
librium, a situation not found in commercial Be alloys. These
enthalpies of formation are significantly less favourable compared
to those in Table 5. This indicates that the formation of one extra
formula unit of the existing intermetallics (as per reactions (20)–
(22)), greatly reduces the energy penally for accommodation of sub-
stitutional defects in Fe–Be binary intermetallics.
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